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Lossless Compression Handbook (Communications, Networking and Multimedia)Academic Press, 2002
Compression schemes can be divided into two major classes: lossless compression schemes and lossy compression schemes. Data compressed using lossless compression schemes can be recovered exactly, while lossy compression introduces some loss of information in the reconstruction.

While the first modern compression scheme, Huffman coding,...
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Multimedia Content Encryption: Techniques and ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2008

	How to Design a Secure Multimedia Encryption Scheme


	The widespread use of image, audio, and video data makes media content protection increasingly necessary and urgent. For maximum safety, it is no longer sufficient to merely control access rights. In order to fully protect multimedia data from piracy or...
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Money Machine: The Surprisingly Simple Power of Value InvestingAMACOM, 2017

	Put your money to work--the smart way.


	Overheard a seductive stock tip? Saw a story on a promising new product? Stop chasing quick payoffs that will never pan out. If you want to succeed in the market, start thinking of stocks as money machines.


	Investing in the market doesn't have to be reckless...
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Engineering MathematicsTaylor & Francis, 2007

	John Bird's approach to mathematics, based on numerous worked examples supported by problems, is ideal for students of a wide range of abilities. Theory is kept to a minimum, with the emphasis firmly placed on problem-solving skills, making this a thoroughly practical introduction to the mathematics engineering students need to...
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Lossy Image Compression: Domain Decomposition-Based Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Image data compression is concerned with minimization of the number of information
	carrying units used to represent an image. Image compression schemes can
	be divided into two broad classes: lossless compression schemes and lossy compression
	schemes. Lossless compression techniques, as their name implies aim at
	exact reconstruction...
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Structural Engineer's Pocket BookButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Until now there has been no comprehensive pocket reference guide for professional and student structural engineers. The Structural Engineers Pocket Book is a unique compilation of all table, data, facts, formulae and rules of thumb needed for scheme design by structural engineers in the office, in transit or on site.

By bringing together...
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Conscious Experience: A Logical InquiryHarvard University Press, 2019

	
		A distinguished philosopher offers a novel account of experience and reason, and develops our understanding of conscious experience and its relationship to thought: a new reformed empiricism.

	
		The role of experience in cognition is a central and ancient philosophical concern. How, theorists ask, can our private...
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21st Century Maritime Silk Road: Wave Energy Resource Evaluation (Springer Oceanography)Springer, 2019

	
		This book focuses on the evaluation of wave energy in the Maritime Silk Road. Firstly, it compares wave energy and other main energy sources, and then discusses the various disadvantages. It also presents the current research and the difficulties of wave energy evaluation, and systematically analyzes the climatic characteristics of...
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WiMAX: Technologies, Performance Analysis, and QoS (Wimax Handbook)CRC Press, 2007
As the demand for broadband services continues to grow worldwide, traditional solutions, such as digital cable and fiber optics, are often difficult and expensive to implement, especially in rural and remote areas. The emerging WiMAX system satisfies the growing need for high data-rate applications such as voiceover IP, video conferencing,...
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Programming in the .NET EnvironmentAddison Wesley, 2002
Programming in the .NET  Environment is the software developer's guide to the .NET Framework. The  authors describe Microsoft's vision for distributed component-based systems  development and then show programmers how to develop software that takes full  advantage of the features of the .NET...
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